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The ENERGY around us

Allan Drummond
WE LIVE on an island in a cold climate.

Getting to it can be very scary!

Huge waves!

Howling winds!

Just look at the energy all around us!
Luckily our school is a warm and safe place. And we have a great science teacher. She makes sure we know all about the familiar sources of renewable energy.

And they’ve even found a way to store the energy from the wind.

But what about where you live?

Energy where you live

This small island is interesting. It’s in one of the really windy places on Earth. For more than ten years now electricity has been generated through wind turbines.

It takes modern technology to make good use of energy such as wind power. This book is about the renewable energy technology at work all over the world today. Renewable energy is becoming more available, and cheaper—which is good news.

In fact this island is Energy Independent and makes so much electricity that it sends power out to other islands and to the mainland. There’s plenty of energy for this community’s small population.

Some of the world’s best scientists and engineers are not far away from the island. This has enabled the work to progress fast. And there are experiments going on in the sea around the island using waves and the strong currents to make electricity.

Even more excitingly, the island has also started a new project—storing the extra energy they capture by using liquid hydrogen as clean fuel.
Here in the Caribbean Islands we’ve got all those things.

Our islands have lots of sun! And wind!

And we could get a lot more hydro power from rivers and streams.

But to keep up with the changes going on across the world we need more of all these energy systems – big and small, we need help to develop systems and help to find ways of distributing the energy to all the difficult-to-reach places.

A lot of our islands have got incredible thermal energy in hot rocks underground close to the surface. Think about all the potential of thermal power!

But how do our small islands pay for big schemes like that?
In our little country in Africa we’ve got some wind, sun, and there is also some incredible thermal heat deep underground. But we’re quite a poor country. A lot of us don’t even have electricity. Yes, we can charge our phones with sun and wind power – but we have a long way to go!

There are also some very clever small schemes for biogas. Some of our poorest city areas have no drains or sewers. It gets very, very messy. And it’s hard to build new drains once a city is built. There are new schemes to collect all the toilet waste and take it to a biogas plant. This makes gas fuel for local people.

Gas from our waste?

I guess you could say there’s energy around us – and in us!

One country in Africa

This country, for example, has wind, sun and geothermal, and lots of small local schemes.

The problem here is how remote some of the homes are – most of the population live in villages that are far away from the cities and towns and the cables and connections don’t extend to their homes. And even if they did, some people simply cannot afford the cost of electricity. Instead, they use wood fires to cook on and very often it’s the women who have to go out and collect firewood.

A Transition to Renewable and Clean Energy for these areas would have huge benefits. But it calls for lots of help from leaders and from the rest of the world.

The transition to renewable energy must be for everyone, not just those people who live near good sources of energy.
Here in South Asia we have lots of different regions, and we can do all of the same kind of things.

We've got many local schemes...

- Biogas from waste.
- Local solar plants, and small, local hydro dams.

But getting the power to all the places is a big problem.

In this region we used to burn all the left over straw from rice crops. The cities filled with choking smoke from the countryside.

Now there are schemes to make biogas from all the waste from crops.
Ours is a big country! We’ve got so much big stuff going on!
That’s because we’ve got loads of wind and sun.
Too much sometimes!
We’ve even built the world’s biggest battery to help when storms damage the electricity system.

We’ve got good roads and lots of people qualified to work on all this sustainability stuff.
Here in this big country we have big ideas and big plans!

Ours is a big country! We’ve got so much big stuff going on!
That’s because we’ve got loads of wind and sun.
Too much sometimes!
We’ve even built the world’s biggest battery to help when storms damage the electricity system.

But there are still big things to sort out...
Coal is a huge resource for us.

Our country still relies on coal mining for energy and for lots of jobs.
How can we make the change?

Countries with big ideas
For wealthy countries with good infrastructure (roads, bridges, water supply, housing, schools, hospitals for example), there is enough money and resources to make the change to clean energy and to try new ideas. But in one big country, for example, coal is still big business. And in another oil is found in sands near the surface of the ground. These resources provide lots of jobs, lots of energy, and they support big cities. But they are non-renewable. How will that work?

A lot of heating and cooling of buildings happens in these countries. New technology can use the temperature of the ground and the air around the buildings to provide cleaner cooling and heating.

And of course planes and ships are still using traditional non-renewable fuels. Something has to be done about that.

So big, wealthy countries have big problems to solve as well.
Small can be beautiful

Here in the South Pacific area there are literally hundreds of islands and small countries. Just like the Caribbean area they are facing similar opportunities and challenges.

On islands that have mountains and rivers there is lots of potential for hydropower. There are also sunny places with potential for solar energy systems big and small. Wind energy is also a strong possibility throughout the region.

Because of Global Warming some of the islands are disappearing under the sea due to rising ocean levels. This problem really highlights the need for a change to renewable energy. It also means that people have to be treated fairly and supported as they are forced to move.

But one sad thing is happening. Here we can really see the effects of the world getting warmer.

Some of our islands are disappearing into the sea.

Here is the South Pacific area there’s energy all around us – and under us!

With help we can get access to a mix of renewable energy.

Depending of course on local conditions!

Mmmm... how can we get electricity to other islands...?

We’ve gotta move out!

It’s happening all over the world. These people really do feel the climate emergency.
With new clean energy systems it’s important to think big and to think small. Some places have enough space or money or resources to make giant installations like this solar plant near the desert. In other places smaller can be more effective for local people.

Even one solar panel can make a difference.

Hydro power doesn’t have to mean a massive dam.

Ok, the biggest and best wind installations are in the sea.

Biomass and biogas schemes depend on the kind of waste available locally.

Small systems can be built.

But smaller turbines are also useful.

They can make a significant difference.
Here, back where we started our story, there’s one more amazing thing about our wind energy system...

Often we get far too much wind. And our turbines make too much electricity.

Now there’s a special way to save a lot of that extra power.

And it’s clean. There’s no need for big batteries made from lithium.

In a building beside the school is a machine that uses the electricity to turn water into gas – and the hydrogen gas that is produced can be used for heat and power.

So, on our island we have a completely clean renewable energy system. We’ve made the transition.

And we’re energy independent. Now is the time for us to think about what else can be done...

Can we store wind power?

On this island they are finding exciting new answers to the big question: Can we store electricity?

Batteries can be used to store electricity, and in the world there are some huge ones as we’ve seen. But these batteries are made from lithium, which has to be mined and carried to other places.

Here, right next to the little school, is a machine that changes all of that. It uses electricity from the wind turbine to change water into two gases: Hydrogen and Oxygen. The Hydrogen can be used as a clean fuel and can be stored in tanks that can be carried anywhere. The Hydrogen powers the ferries and can also be sent to the mainland or indeed anywhere. The school is actually heated by this hydrogen. This is an exciting new way to capture the extra power that comes when the wind blows too much. And more excitingly, the method can be used for storing electricity from any generating system, not just wind, so it will be an important new way to store and transport energy in the future.
Left, a small wind turbine charges this family’s electric car. Above, on top of a wind turbine on a small island that is energy independent thanks to wind power, solar power and biomass. Photographs by Allan Drummond.

Our energy, where it comes from, and how we use it plays a big part in how we live our lives. It always has done. Today more than ever it is important for teachers and students to consider the big picture... how the emerging new energy systems impact people's lives, and the exciting opportunities that this transition offers to everyone in the world. A massive movement is happening all around us. And it has the potential to benefit everyone equally.

I have visited several countries around the world and been into schools where students are learning about many aspects of Sustainability and the Transition to Clean Energy. I am always amazed to hear just how much children already know about the subject.

For this book I imagined just a few scenarios developed from personal experiences on my travels. My aim is to start discussions and to encourage students and teachers to think about the part they can play in the Transition to Clean Energy.
There’s energy all around us. Renewable, clean energy is an exciting possibility for all countries and regions in the world. But it’s different in each place. This book looks at some of the opportunities for Clean Energy all over the globe.